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NEW
TOOLING!

1:76 SCALE 
TRIUMPH 

STAG

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 206  

NEW
Tooling!

NEWBristol MW6G/ECW - 
Royal Blue
                               SCALE       PRICE
76MW6001  1:76  £18.75

Bristol MW6G/ECW - Royal Blue
The Bristol MW is a bus and coach chassis designed and

built between 1956 and 1964 by Bristol Commercial

Vehicles Ltd at Brislington, Bristol.  The abbreviation MW

stands for Medium Weight.  It had a horizontally mounted

engine under the floor between the two axles allowing an

entrance door ahead of the front axle and a completely

flat floor area, making it easy for one man operation.  

All MW chassis were fitted with a Gardner 5 cylinder or

6 cylinder engine with chassis type designations either as

MW5G or - as our model - MW6G.  The transmission

comprised a manual forward 5-speed gearbox. 

For our first release on the newly tooled coach, we have

chosen a famous livery of the period, that of Royal Blue.

Registered 759 MDV and decorated in their famous

cream and royal  blue scheme, the Royal Blue name is

printed in blue on both sides beneath the side window

and features again on the back in cream inset below the

rear window.  A further detail includes the Bristol badge

on the black and silver radiator. 

The destination blind on the front above the radiator

shows it on its way to Guildford, Winchester and

Bournemouth.  The roof lights, many vented side windows

and wrap-around front and rear windows must have

provided passengers with magnificent views.  What an

enjoyable ride it must have been!
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1:76 SCALE
Aston Martin DB2 MkIII DHC - 
Dark British Racing Green
After the addition of this new model to the 1:43

scale series, we are now pleased to include

it in our 1:76 scale range as well.

In real life, the Aston Martin

DB Mark III, was classed as a

sports car which the British

company made between

1957 and 1959, with only 551

being produced, ensuring its

exclusivity.  The Mark III was the

first model to sport the new

radiator grille which would become the

hallmark of all Astons from then on.  

Decorated in the highly complimentary dark British

Racing Green with textured black roof, our model is

registered XGT 506.  The interior is black, including the

seating, with a tan steering wheel - even the glove box

has a tan finish - and black dashboard, complete with

detailed instrument panel with silver surrounds to the dial

rims.  Externally the wheels and the distinctive Aston

Martin radiator grille are both given a silver finish.

Range Rover Vogue - Indus Silver
The five-door Range Rover Vogue - a luxury SUV

(Sport utility vehicle) is a high end 4 x 4 capability

motor retailing at over £76,000 in real life.  

Here at Oxford, our 1:76 scale replica,

modelled on the Vogue which Range

Rover introduced in 2013, looks great

with silver bodywork and roof, with

black window pillars and lots of

exterior silver trim including

wheels, side panels and the radiator

grille swiped matt black and silver.

Registered GK14 UNP from 2014,

the model has a black interior and

ivory coloured seating.  Dogs are

definitely relegated to the boot on this one!

NEWRange Rover Vogue -
Indus Silver
                            SCALE     PRICE
76RAN004  1:76  £5.45

NEWNissan Qashqai - Fired Iron
                               SCALE       PRICE
76NQ003      1:76   £5.45

Nissan Qashqai - Fired Iron
As the colour description suggests, our

third release on the first generation

Qashquai comes in a hot red livery

registered NA09 EAC from 2009.  

Our highly detailed model replicates in

1:76 scale all the authentic features

including the distinctive Nissan radiator

grille incorporating the Nissan badge.

Other exterior features include black

window frames, bumpers and chassis.  

The interior seating is also black. A final

detail to note is the rear-facing aerial on

the rear roof section.

NEWAston Martin DB2 MkIII DHC -
Dark  British Racing Green
                                      SCALE     PRICE
76AMDB2002    1:76  £5.75

NEW
Tooling!
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1:43 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW
                  SCALE      PRICE
VA003 1:43  £23.95

Volvo Amazon - 
Blue Green 

Volvo Amazon - Blue Green
Our four door variant of the Volvo Amazon saloon car,

manufactured between 1956 and 1970, makes its third

Oxford entrance in 1:43 scale in a superb deep sea green

colour scheme, registered  PGC 364E from 1967.  

The deep body colour is complemented by masses of

silver and chrome trim with a black/silver front grille

detail and the interior is black.  

As a further point of interest, in 1959 Volvo became the

first manufacturer worldwide to fit car seat belts with the

Amazon being fitted with front seat belts as standard.

Well done, Volvo! 

                      SCALE      PRICE
AH1004   1:43  £23.95

Austin-Healey 100 BN1 -
Black/Red, Closed

                                   SCALE      PRICE
JAGXK150006 1:43 £23.95

Jaguar XK150 Coupé - 
Bluebird Blue, Donald Campbell
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1:76
SCALEMILITARY

TACR2 - RAF Pink Panther
The Range Rover 6 x 4 TACR2 (Range Rover Tactical

Airfield Crash Rescue Mark 2) was introduced in 1977 as

a successor to the earlier TACR1 based on a Land Rover

chassis.  The vehicles were designed in conjunction with

the Ministry of Defence as first response crash rescue

appliances to get to the scene of an aircraft incident

ahead of the major fire engines.  With a capacity of 200

gallons of foam and water and an assortment of rescue 

gear, their four man crew was well prepared for the

emergency task!

The ‘Pink Panther’ is the third in the series of Oxford’s

TACR2 vehicles and represents the prototype of the first

batch of 43 Gloster-Saro built vehicles.  This example

which is finished in a red Day-Glo livery with matt black

bonnet, was the sole vehicle to feature this livery.

Registered 31 AG 41, it was based at the RAF’s fire

fighting training school at Catterick in North Yorkshire

where it was used in conjunction with other types of

military fire engines for training Air Force fire fighters.

NEWTACR2 - RAF Pink Panther
                          SCALE      PRICE
76TAC003  1:76 £10.95

Motorbike/Sidecar - RAF Blue
                            SCALE     PRICE
76BSA008   1:76  £4.75

Mini - RAF
                            SCALE     PRICE
76MN007   1:76  £5.25

Land Rover Series 1 88"
Hard Back - RAF
                                   SCALE     PRICE
76LAN188021 1:76  £5.45

Land Rover Defender Station
Wagon - RAF Northolt
                         SCALE     PRICE
76DEF010 1:76  £5.45
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:76 SCALE

Rover P4/90 - Black (Cornwall Constabulary)
The Rover P4 series was a group of mid-size luxury

saloon cars which Rover produced between 1949

and 1967, all designed by the company’s

designer Gordon Bashford.  The P4

designation was the in-house factory

terminology and the consumers usually

referred to the cars by their particular

designations, in this case the Rover 90.

Produced between 1953 and 1959, nearly

36,000 were sold worldwide. Classed as a 

top-end vehicle, it had a powerful 2.6 litre engine 

with a top speed of 90 mph.  

Its speed would have made it a natural for use by the

Police and here we see the four-door Rover as used by

the Cornwall Constabulary, registered appropriately 

UCV 999 and decorated in black with dark red interior.

With silver trim, the model features the famous Rover

Viking badge on the bonnet above the distinctive Rover

radiator and the Rover 90 ‘signature’ across the boot. 

In the seemingly quiet West Country area in the 1950s, 

we would guess the Police must 

have enjoyed this car to 

the full. 

Thompson Refueller - Shell
After the recent launch of our new 1930s

Thompson Refueller into the 1:76 scale

series in BP livery, for its second release,

we have chosen another great oil company

name - Shell, whose bright yellow and red

livery is instantly recognisable.  The bright

yellow body shows up the black hoses and

silver taps/nozzles to great advantage while 

the red finish to the three wheels, bumpers, 

chassis and mudguards add further brightness.  

The famous Shell logo is printed on the rear and the 

Shell name appears on both sides below the hoses.  

The interior seat and steering wheel are finished in black.  

Another great little aerodrome support vehicle to add to

your Oxford airfield!

NEWThompson Refueller - Shell
                               SCALE       PRICE
76TRF002     1:76  £10.95

Ford Galaxy - London Ambulance Service
We launched the new 1:76 scale Ford Galaxy in Issue 200 as a

domestic version of the multi-purpose vehicle that was first

produced by Ford Europe in 1995.  Our model is based on

the second generation of the MPV introduced in 2006,

which was a little larger than its predecessor.  For

its second release, it comes as a Duty Officer

Vehicle registered LG52 RFN in service with

the London Ambulance Service in 2012.  

Decorated with a pale yellow body,

additional artwork enhances the

bodywork with a darker yellow and bright

green chequered effect along the sides,

complete with black masking to window

frames and door handles.  The roof features a blue

light bar with emergency orange light. Other details 

include a black interior and chrome finished wheels.

NEWFord Galaxy - London
Ambulance Service
                            SCALE     PRICE
76FG002     1:76  £5.45

NEWRover P4 - Black
(Cornwall Constabulary)
                            SCALE     PRICE
76P4003     1:76  £5.45
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1:72
SCALEAVIATION

                             SCALE       PRICE
AD003         1:72  £14.95

Bristol F2B - J7624 ‘A’ Flight, 
2 Squadron RAF 1925

                             SCALE       PRICE
AC001         1:72  £13.95

Supermarine Spitfire MkI

Glasmoth Tiger Moth Set of 3
                            SCALE        PRICE
72TM004    1:72   £89.95
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New Routemaster Bus - 
Go Ahead - London Central
Already part of our 

recent 5-piece Bus Set

celebrating London

Transport, you can now

have this detailed and

up to date double

decker on its own.  

The Go Ahead bus is

busy on Route 12 to

Oxford Circus,

registered LTZ 1446. 

Only the second

release on the new

1:148 scale tooling,

our ultra modern

double decker was in

real life designed by

Wrightbus specifically for use 

on the London streets. It is modern, fully accessible with

its three sets of doors for ease of getting on and off, is

user friendly and uses the latest green technology. 

Decorated in red with a white roof and grey interior with

red seating, a further authentic detail is printed on the

roof reading GAG LT446 for identification from the air.

Still miss the old Routemaster, though!

Scania Highline Nooteboom 3 axle 
Semi Low Loader - Stobart Rail
New tooling brings this intricately detailed 3-axle semi-

low loader to the N gauge Oxford truck series. As a

dedicated truck collector, not to mention Eddie Stobart

enthusiast, you will know that we recently introduced this

vehicle into our 1:76 scale series. 

Our 1:148 scale model is an exact replica of its larger

counterpart, appearing in the striking royal blue and white

Stobart Rail livery.  The trailer is decorated with a blue

body and chassis, brown planking, as well as a black

underfloor generator and black mudguards.  The side bars

of the low loader are painted silver.  The trailer is pulled

by a Scania Highline tractor unit which features the

Stobart Rail blue and white corporate colour scheme and

lettering, including the Stobart name in blue and red on

the wind deflector.  Registered PX58 BNA, another detail

to note is the  orange light bar fitted to the front of the

cab roof.  A great little model to add to your N gauge

railway layout.

N SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWNew Routemaster Bus - 
Go Ahead - London Central
                             SCALE        PRICE
NNR002     1:148   £8.75

NEWScania Highline Nooteboom 3 axle
Semi Low Loader - Stobart Rail
                                              SCALE       PRICE
NSHL01ST              1:148 £13.95
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1:76 SCALE
Triumph Stag - Saffron
The Triumph Stag sports tourer was a

British car made by the Triumph Motor

Company between 1970 and 1977.  

Classed as a four seater convertible

coupé, it had been designed by Italian

designer Giovanni Michelotti.  Fitted

with a 3.0L V8 engine, it was highly

desirable.  An option for purchasers 

was a removable canvas top which later

became standard.

To launch our newly tooled 1:76 scale model, we have

chosen an authentic Stag colour scheme of saffron yellow

with black interior.   The characteristic Triumph radiator

features the silver leaping stag in the centre of the

chrome and black grille.  The stag badge is also embedded

into the rear bumper.  Our car is registered RVC 435H

from 1970, the first year of production. 

The Triumph Stag has been the ‘star’ of several TV

programmes and films.  James Bond fans may recall in

Diamonds are Forever, Sean Connery commandeering a

Stag from a diamond smuggler!  During its 7-year lifetime,

over 25,000 were sold and you can still see examples

today, driven by hardcore Stag enthusiasts.

Volvo P1800 - White 
The second release on our Volvo

1800, the two-door, two passenger,

front engine, rear drive sports car

from the 1960s comes in one of the

most popular colour schemes of its

era - white, complete with  bright red

interior!  The colour suits its image perfectly

and shows up the wealth of exterior

chromework to the full.  It is registered

simply ST 1.  A final touch sees the blue and

silver Volvo badge on the front of the

bonnet above the silver radiator grille.

5-Piece MG Set 
Classic British motoring history in a box

best describes this superb set of five

specially selected MG cars, marking key

moments of the iconic MG marque.

Here’s the line-up.

MG TC - British Racing Green

MG Magnette ZB Varitone 1500 - 

Ivory/Black

MGA - Iris Blue

MGB - Pale Primrose

MGB GT - Tartan Red. 

NEWVolvo P1800 - White 
                        SCALE      PRICE
76VP002  1:76  £5.45

NEW5-Piece MG Set 
                        SCALE      PRICE
76SET42   1:76 £25.45

NEW
SET!

NEWTriumph Stag - Saffron  
                        SCALE      PRICE
76TS001   1:76  £5.45

NEW
Tooling!
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BMW 2002 - Colorado Orange
The BMW 02 series comprised a range of compact

executive cars produced between 1966 and 1977,

during which time over 137,000 were sold.  Here at

Oxford, we introduce our new model based on 

the 2-door version registered CAP 197K from

1971/72.  It was a very attractive looking 

car with a distinctive shape and  flamboyant

bright orange colour scheme and black

interior and silver trim.  The signature

BMW radiator grille is finished in black and

silver and the blue/black and white BMW badge

sits at the front edge of the bonnet, rounding off a

very classic motor indeed. 

Vauxhall Cavalier - Carnelian Red 
The Vauxhall Cavalier was a large family car aimed primarily at

the UK market which had a relatively long production life

between 1975-1995, during which time it came in various

body-styles and underwent several upgrades. 

For its second release in 1:76 scale our four-door 

Cavalier in the 2.0 CD format, features all 

the 1986 revisions. It appears in a deep red 

colour scheme with black trim, complete 

with sunroof.  Registered E126 WGH from 

1987/88, the interior is black with grey seating.

During its lifetime, over 1,800,000 Cavaliers were made,

making it the fifth most popular car ever sold in the UK.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWVauxhall Cavalier -
Carnelian Red
                            SCALE     PRICE
76CAV002   1:76  £5.45

NEWMGB Roadster -
Chelsea Grey
                            SCALE     PRICE
76MGB007 1:76  £5.45

NEWBMW 2002 - 
Colorado Orange
                              SCALE     PRICE
76BM02001 1:76  £5.75

NEW
Tooling!

MGB Roadster - Chelsea Grey
The seventh release on this very pretty little 

2-door sports car from the early 1960s is

decorated in a subtle silver grey with red interior

and matching tonneau cover.  It is registered 207

RAR and with a 1798 cc engine, it was obviously

raring to go in its time!  Note the chrome bumpers

which in real life were sadly replaced by rubber

bumpers  on models produced from 1974 onwards.

The distinctive MG badge sits in the middle of the

boot lid and also in the centre of the radiator

surround at the edge of the bonnet. 

NEWAustin Seven RN 
Saloon - Black
                            SCALE     PRICE
76ASS005   1:76  £5.45

Austin Seven RN Saloon - Black
The fifth in our 1:76 scale releases of the Austin Seven RN

Saloon has also appeared in 1:43 scale in exactly the same

colour scheme of black with red finish, including red spoked

wheels and registered HSJ 130. Contrasting trim is

reproduced in silver.  The interior seating is moulded in a

deep tan as are the carpet and the door panels.

Our model was in real life classed as the De Luxe version of

the Austin Seven and must have seemed the height of

motoring luxury in the mid 1930s. 
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1:76 SCALE

Scania Highline Curtainside - Stobart Power
The livery on this second release of the Scania Highline

Curtainside says it all - Stobart Power 300kva Mobile

Generator!  Decorated in the signature Stobart colours,

this modern truck is registered PJ11 YBX and named

Collette Cheryl in the Stobart tradition.  The tractor unit 

has an eight wheel configuration and the cab artwork is

particularly impressive with the carefully applied

‘shadowing’ with graduated green and white colouring,

also repeated across the back of the truck. The trailer

unit has realistic curtainside fastenings along the sides

finished in grey, rounding off a highly detailed vehicle to

add to your Stobart fleet.

Ford Transit Mk3 - Eddie Stobart
The Ford Transit Mk3 which Ford

launched in 1986 was a popular utility

van and put to a mass of different uses

by commercial operators.  For its fifth

release, we see it as used for Fleet

Maintenance by Eddie Stobart,

registered J957 AHH.  Decorated with a

white upper body and bright green

lower half, the familiar dropped shadow

graphics feature along the sides.  The

back is plain while at the front the red,

yellow and black ’S’ graphics features on

each side of the bonnet vents. 

The van represents a

neat little support

vehicle which will

complement your 

ES fleet diorama.

NEWScania Highline Curtainside -
Stobart Power
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76SHL02CS      1:76  £22.95

Ford Transit Connect - 
Eddie Stobart
                            SCALE     PRICE
76FTC008   1:76  £5.45

NEWFord Transit Mk3 -
Eddie Stobart
                            SCALE     PRICE
76FT3005   1:76  £5.75

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton 
SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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                                 SCALE       PRICE
24070WRED   1:24  £14.95

NEWJaguar F Pace - Red

                                 SCALE       PRICE
24065WRED   1:24  £13.95

NEWAudi R8 V10 - Red

                                       SCALE       PRICE
24064WSILVER  1:24  £13.95

NEWMercedes Benz 
300 SL - Silver

                                            SCALE       PRICE
24059WMCHILI     1:24  £14.95

NEWRange Rover Sport -Chili
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part
of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76AR006  
1:76 - £105.45

Adams Southern
3520

OR76MW4006  
1:76 - £9.95

United
Collieries 5439 
4 Plank Wagon

OR76MW4005  
1:76 - £9.95

Lothian Coal Co
No 792 

4 Plank Wagon

OR76CAT001B  
1:76 - £10.95

BR Cattle
Wagon E151872

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!
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